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Abstract

Temporal Relation Classification (TRC) is a
fundamental task in natural language process-
ing (NLP) and is essential for achieving a
comprehensive understanding of a natural lan-
guage. Given a document containing two
event mentions, the objective of this task is
to discern which of the two events happened
first. Existing TRC datasets predominantly
consist of texts written in English. To accom-
modate the growing interest in relevant NLP
applications for Hebrew, we introduce a new
TRC dataset for Hebrew. Professional anno-
tators labeled Hebrew documents with TRC
labels, adhering to guidelines adapted from
a similar project on English and with some
changes required to address some unique as-
pects of the Hebrew language. Overall, we
annotated a corpus of 28,757 words, corre-
sponding to 7,260 pairs of events. In addi-
tion to releasing the new dataset, which can
be accessed at https://github.com/
shahafp/TRC-Hebrew, we train several
baseline models for TRC and report their per-
formance.

1 Introduction

Events in a story are not necessarily mentioned
in a chronological order. Constructing a timeline
of events mentioned in a document is crucial for
comprehending the primary narrative of the story.
The timeline, also known as the chronology of
events, can be applied to various use cases. For in-
stance, clinicians may utilize the timeline to con-
veniently explore their patients’ disease progres-
sion. Moreover, a model can follow text-based
instructions more accurately with a timeline in
place. Building a timeline comprises several sub-
tasks, with the two primary subtasks being: 1)
Event detection, which involves identifying the
most important events in a given text; and 2) Tem-
poral relation classification (TRC), which entails
determining the correct order of two given events.

Consider the following Hebrew text as an exam-
ple:

"ותואיתפטששירחאחופתהתאיתלכא

"I ate the apple after washing it"

The event detection subtask is about detecting
only the relevant events for our domain of inter-
est; in this example: יתלכא “I ate” and יתפטש “I
washed”. In this case, both words are verbs rep-
resenting actions which we subsequently mark as
events. In the TRC subtask, we classify each pair
of events using a closed set of labels to establish
their chronological order. In this example, the
events יתלכא “I ate” and יתפטש “I washed” should
be assigned the label AFTER to indicate that “I
ate” occurs after “I washed” in chronological or-
der.

This study focuses on creating a Hebrew dataset
for the second subtask, TRC, which is generally
defined as a classification problem involving two
events accompanied by their contextual informa-
tion. Utilizing the annotated data, we train mul-
tiple TRC baseline models using all available He-
brew language models.

2 Related Works

To the best of our knowledge, there is no pub-
licly available Hebrew dataset for TRC. TRC in
English, however, has been a subject of consider-
able focus within the scientific literature.

Ning et al. (2018b) proposed a multi-axis anno-
tation scheme for TRC, improving inter-annotator
agreement (IAA), ascending from the conven-
tional 60’s to a high of 80’s, as measured on
the Cohen’s Kappa scale. This new annotation
scheme enabled the use of crowdsourcing, thereby
mitigating the laborious demands on individual
annotators. In this work, the authors introduced
the most dominant TRC dataset in English, MA-
TRES, which contains news documents manually
annotated with TRC labels. Overall, MATRES

https://github.com/shahafp/TRC-Hebrew
https://github.com/shahafp/TRC-Hebrew
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contains 12,736 training instances and 837 test in-
stances. We derive inspiration from their annota-
tion guidelines and adapt them to Hebrew. Ac-
cording to their guidelines, all verbs mentioned in
a document are selected as events. Every pair of
events (n,m) is manually labeled with one of four
labels reflecting the chronological order between
the two. The four labels are: BEFORE (n occurs
before m), AFTER (n occurs after m), EQUAL
(n and m occur simultaneously), and VAGUE (it
is impossible to determine which event preceded
the other). We follow the same guidelines. Previ-
ous works on building TRC datasets include Tem-
pEval (Verhagen et al., 2007), TimeBankDense
(Chambers et al., 2014), RED (OGorman et al.,
2016), and TCR (Ning et al., 2018a).

Various computational strategies have been em-
ployed to train a TRC model for English. Most
of them use language models (Han et al., 2021,
2019a,b), some form of a global inference mecha-
nism (Zhou et al., 2021; Ning et al., 2019; Mathur
et al., 2021), and certain linguistic information ex-
tracted from the text (Zhang et al., 2021; Wang
et al., 2022b,a). The best model for English TRC
has been reported recently by (Zhou et al., 2022),
who extracted relational syntactic and semantic
structures, and encoded them using a graph neural
network achieving 84% F1-score on MATRES.

3 TRC in Hebrew

We annotated articles from the Universal Depen-
dencies Corpus for Hebrew (Tsarfaty, 2013; Mc-
Donald et al., 2013),1 containing about 500 arti-
cles, corresponding to 6,143 sentences. We choose
to annotate this dataset since it already contains
part-of-speech labels for each word, simplifying
the task of identifying all verbs as actions.

3.1 Annotation Preparation

To convert the treebank articles into TRC samples,
we first identify all events mentioned in each doc-
ument. Events are defined as any word labeled as a
verb, excluding infinitive verbs and gerunds due to
their lack of temporal meaning in Hebrew. Next,
we create two-sentence sliding windows that run
through every article. For instance, an article with
three sentences yields two windows, the first span-
ning the first and second sentences, and the second
covering the second and third sentences. For every

1https://github.com/
UniversalDependencies/UD_Hebrew-HTB

window, we generate one sample for every pair of
events mentioned within the window text. The two
events are marked by enclosing them within brack-
eted special tokens. For example:

[2א/]יתטלחה[2א]זאוטולב[1א/]יתיכז[1א]

שדחבכרתונקל

In other words, each sample is a copy of the
entire window text, with the two specific events
marked with brackets. Overall, we process 78 ar-
ticles from the treebank, corresponding to 7,260
TRC samples, which we distribute among the an-
notators.

3.2 Annotation Process

We hired two annotators, both possessing aca-
demic backgrounds, with one individual having
expertise in linguistics. The dataset was curated by
two of the authors. We start with a set of annota-
tion pilots to validate and improve our annotation
guidelines. We use INCEpTION.2 The annotators
were provided with a set of instructions to assist
in determining the appropriate label for each pair
of events (n,m). Inspired by the method used in
MATRES, we define two guiding questions that
can assist the annotators in choosing the correct
label:

1. Q1: Could it be possible for the start time of
n to precede the start time of m?

2. Q2: Could it be possible for the start time of
m to precede the start time of n?

From these two binary questions, there are four
possible answer combinations, each of which
maps to a specific label, according to Table 1.

Answer to Q1 Answer to Q2 Label
Yes No BEFORE
No Yes AFTER
No No EQUAL
Yes Yes VAGUE

Table 1: Label assignment.

Generally, our annotation guidelines derive
from those established by MATRES, with some
modifications suitable for Hebrew. For more in-
formation, please refer to Appendix C. Table 2
summarizes the label distribution of the annotated
dataset. We compared the label distribution with
that of the original MATRES dataset. The two dis-
tributions appear quite similar, except that in our

2https://inception-project.github.io/

https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/UD_Hebrew-HTB
https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/UD_Hebrew-HTB
https://inception-project.github.io/
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dataset, there are more EQUAL labels and fewer
VAGUE labels. Some examples from the dataset
can be found in Appendix D.

Label Count Percentage
BEFORE 3,092 42% (49%)
AFTER 2,374 33% (23%)
EQUAL 618 9% (2%)
VAGUE 1,176 16% (26%)

Table 2: Label distribution (Total: 7,260). In parenthe-
ses: For comparison, the label distribution of the origi-
nal MATRES dataset is provided.

3.3 Multi-Axis Annotations

Events can have temporal relationships only if
they share the same axis. Time axes are defined
following the method outlined in (Ning et al.,
2018b). The guidelines allow for the assignment
of each event in a given text to one of three types
of axes: main, parallel, and orthogonal. The main
axis represents the primary sequence of events in
the text, and there exists only one such axis. On
the other hand, parallel axis (may be more than
one) represents a secondary timeline axis in which
events occur on a distinct timeline from the main
or another parallel axis. Typically, events that oc-
cur in quotation or that form part of a hypothesis
are assigned to a parallel axis. Events on a paral-
lel axis can only have temporal relationships with
other events on the same axis.

An orthogonal axis, of which there may be more
than one in a given story, denotes an alternate
timeline originating from an event that belongs
to another axis, also known as the “connecting”
event. In other words, an orthogonal axis is a
branch that stems from the original axis. Gen-
erally speaking, a pair of events can have a non-
VAGUE temporal relationship only if they belong
to the same axis. A connecting event is capable
of having a non-VAGUE relationship with events
transpiring on the two axes it links together.

The temporal relationship between two events
that do not share the same axis is VAGUE. Dur-
ing the annotation pilots, we learned that in most
cases, annotators can intuitively understand the
concept of using multiple time axes. However,
when confronted with complex situations, it was
necessary to establish some guidelines for identi-
fying the axes. Our guidelines are released with
the dataset.

3.4 Inter-Annotator Agreement
After completing two pilot annotation projects,
in which we made suitable modifications to the
guidelines, we carried out two rounds of annota-
tions. In the first round, all the TRC samples were
annotated by at least one annotator, and about 55%
were annotated by both annotators to measure con-
sistency and agreement. Following this, we had a
detailed discussion with the annotators to clarify
any ambiguities in the guidelines. Additionally,
we identified the samples that showed disagree-
ment between the two annotators (1,073 windows
out of 3,998 windows which were annotated by
both annotators) and conducted a second annota-
tion round for these specific samples. After the
second round concluded, the authors adjudicated
any remaining discrepancies in the annotations.

To measure the inter-annotator agreement
(IAA) level, we calculate Cohen’s kappa for each
round of annotation separately as well as for both
rounds combined. In addition to the standard IAA
calculations, following common evaluation prac-
tices on MATRES (Ning et al., 2018b), we define
a relaxed version of IAA. If one annotator labels a
sample as VAGUE, and the other as either AFTER
or BEFORE, it is not necessarily a complete dis-
agreement, given that VAGUE inherently encom-
passes both temporal directions. Therefore, in the
relaxed IAA we exclude disagreements regarding
VAGUE. Table 3 summarizes all IAA values.

Method 1st Round 2st Round Combined
Standard 0.62 0.53 0.81
Relaxed 0.84 0.77 0.91

Table 3: Cohen’s Kappa values for each annotation
round and both rounds combined.

4 TRC Models

We fine-tune a number of models for Hebrew
TRC based on some existing Hebrew foundation
language models. The model’s input consists of
a sentence containing the two events. Inspired
by Soares et al. (2019) we mark the events with
distinct special tokens, as shown in Section 3.1.
We use Hebrew marker; specifically, we employ

[1א] to denote the beginning of the first event and
[1א/] to denote its ending. The second event is

marked similarly, but replacing 1 with 2.3

3We experimented with alternative marker types, and the
results indicate that this approach is optimal. Performance
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Model Architecture
SEQ-CLS ESS EMP

M/ avg W/ avg M/ avg W/ avg M/ avg W/ avg
AlephBERTGimmel 0.62 0.74 0.65 0.78 0.65 0.78

HeBERT 0.56 0.65 0.56 0.64 0.59 0.75
mBERT 0.48 0.64 0.61 0.74 0.62 0.73

AlephBERT 0.64 0.75 0.67 0.77 0.67 0.77

Table 4: Relaxed F1 scores. W/ avg = Weighted Average F1; M/ avg = Macro Average F1.

We use four Hebrew language models:
AlephBERT (Seker et al., 2022), HeBERT
(Chriqui and Yahav, 2022), mBERT cased (bert-
base-multilingual) (Devlin et al., 2019), and
AlephBERTGimmel (Guetta et al., 2022), all
having 110M parameters, obtained directly from
Hugging Face’s transformer library. Inspired by
Soares et al. (2019), we experiment with three
sequence classification architectures:

Sequence Classification (SEQ-CLS). We use
the [CLS] vector as input for the classification
layer.

Event Start State (ESS). We concatenate the
output vector of the start markers of both events,
and use it for classification.

Event Mention Pooling (EMP). For each event,
we apply maxpooling on the output vectors of
all its word pieces, excluding markers. The two
pooled vectors are concatenated into a single vec-
tor, serving as the classification layer’s input.

The classification layer is always implemented
as a simple linear layer. See Appendix A for train-
ing details.

4.1 Models Evaluation

We use the macro and weighted average F1 met-
rics. As previously stated, we adopt the relaxed F1
score metric (ignoring mistakes of non-VAGUE
predictions on VAGUE samples). In order to train
and evaluate our models, we divide the dataset
into training and evaluation sets using an 80/20
split. We ensure that each article is assigned to
only one of the sets. The split is released with
the dataset. Table 4 summarizes the relaxed F1
scores measured on the evaluation set. The cor-
responding non-relaxed scores can be found in
Appendix B. The best performance is achieved

diminished when markers were not used.
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Figure 1: Training on different training set sizes.

by AlephBERTGimmel using ESS and EMP. To
study the relationship between the training-set size
and the model performance, we train our Ale-
phBERTGimmel/ESS architecture using a grow-
ing size of the training set, and monitor its per-
formance. We train the model using 15%, 25%,
50%, 75%, and 100% of the training set. For each
size, we train the model three times using different
seeds for training-set sampling. Figure 1 shows
the mean of the macro-average F1 scores over the
three executions, with a standard deviation of 0.02
for the 15% portion and 0.01 for the rest of the
portions. The results show an increasing improve-
ment with the expansion of the training set. How-
ever, the improvement becomes less significant af-
ter using about 50% of the data, implying that our
newly created Hebrew TRC dataset provides an
adequate volume of data for constructing robust
models.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we present a Hebrew TRC dataset,
employing TRC annotation techniques that have
been previously validated. The dataset contains
7,260 samples, manually annotated by profes-
sional annotators, following guidelines developed
as part of this work. While our dataset currently
only includes news articles, we plan to add docu-
ments from other domains. We fine-tune a range of
TRC models under various classification settings
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and evaluate their performance. We have made
the dataset and models accessible for research pur-
poses, under a license (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0).4

6 Limitations

There are three main limitations to this work, two
are related to the dataset itself and the third to the
model we provide along with the dataset. First,
we use a single, domain-specific source of news
articles. While we provide full annotation guide-
lines, a new domain might require some adjust-
ments. The second limitation is related to VAGUE
annotations. Our guidelines label any two events
in a window that don’t share the same axis as
VAGUE. However, a different label could be cho-
sen for such a pair to distinguish it from a pair of
events on the same axis, but with both directive
questions answered with Yes. The third limitation
pertains to the model itself. We have proposed an
evaluation methodology termed “relaxed”. In this
approach, predictions that do not align with the
VAGUE label are considered true positives, even
when the actual label is VAGUE. This deviation
stems from the inherent complexities and variabil-
ity associated with the VAGUE label.
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event.
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Model Architecture
SEQ_CLS ESS EMP

M/ avg W/ avg M/ avg W/ avg M/ avg W/ avg
AlephBERTGimmel 0.48 0.58 0.50 0.60 0.49 0.59

HeBERT 0.32 0.44 0.32 0.44 0.44 0.56
mBERT 0.33 0.44 0.43 0.54 0.46 0.56

AlephBERT 0.47 0.58 0.48 0.59 0.50 0.60

Table 5: Non-relaxed F1 scores. M/ avg = Macro Average F1; W/ avg = Weighted Average F1.

Sample Label
ידיבהרונש,עימדמזגןומירתעיגפמימוקמבשותעגפנםכשלךומסםיטילפהנחמב

תנוכשבןבלסוביניממודריש,םילייחיכ[1א/]ורסמ[1א]םייניתשלפתורוקמ.םילייח

םיבשותלשתונוחתוינוכמלשתויגוגזםינבאתרזעב[2א/]וצפינ[2א],םכשבהידיפאר

.לובקמאפטסומרדלשותינוכמתונולחתאםגןהיניב,םיימוקמ

AFTER

הביאהתאותומב[1א/]תיצה[1א],יברעידי-לעורונשחדקאירודכלןברוקלפנששיאה

ריאמלשותרובקםוילשהבהלהםאםג,שוחלל[2א/]ףיסות[2א]תאזהשאה.םיברעל

.תצקמבךעדתאנהכ

BEFORE

היהשםיינפואץורימב[1א/]חצינ[1א]ביבאלתמוקפספק.הילצרהבהתיהתורחתה

.14-בם"ק8[2א/]רבעש[2א]רחאל,ביבאלתבהנידמהרכיכביבס

AFTER

דחאב[1א/]חצננ[1א]םא.תולודגהדגנונקחישאללבא,תחאםעפונחצונםנמא

הזןוילעלילגלעופהוביבאלתיבכמ,ביבאלתלעופהדגנםיאבהםיקחשמהתשולשמ

."המידקהפיחדונל[2א/]ןתיש[2א],רידאגשיההיהי

BEFORE

3,5תינומלחהבוחרב[1א/]םיררוגתמה[1א]םירייד84.הנגהבתכשגוהאלןיידע

ללוסדגנתועיבתלשהרדסעובשה[2א/]ושיגה[2א]ןויצל-ןושארבןושארתיירקב7ו

.הנוב

BEFORE

תורבחילהנמםעןכוחוטיבהתורבחתודחאתהבםירוריבלןמוז,הרבחהל"כנמ,לזיוהשמ

אוהוילעחוטיבהלשףנעהתא[2א/]תרוכ[2א]אוהשוינפב[1א/]ונעט[1א].חוטיב

.בשוי

AFTER

לארשיםעקודהרשקבהתיה"ב"הראיכלומתארמא,ב"הראלשהנידמהתקלחמרבוד

חבישו[2א][1א/]רזח[1א]אוה.ץרפמברבשמהתליחתזאמש"הפוקתהלכךשמב

.תטקונלארשיש"ךומנהליפורפ"התשיגתא[2א/]

EQUAL

לצאםימלב[2א/]ררחיש[2א]ץראב.ןילקורבבהנגהלהגילבםג[1א/]השע[1א]ךכ

,םהבםיגוהבושייהןמםישנאםגשתונויערןחלושהלעחינהלחילצהו,םיילושהתוצובק

.(הנורחאהתעלדע)םתואאטבלםיזיעמםניאךא

VAGUE

Table 6: Examples from the dataset.


